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We study the Lame-Clapeyron problem (or one-phase Stefan problem) with 
unknown coefficients. We give an overspecified condition k(BO/Sx)(O, t )= 
-ho /~t  in the fixed face x = 0 of the phase-change material to solve it. We obtain: 
(i) If the thermal conductivity or mass density coefficient of the material is un- 
known, the corresponding free boundary problem always has a solution of Lamr- 
Clapeyron-Neumarm type. (il) If the latent heat of fusion or specific heat coefficient 
of the material is unknown, the corresponding free boundary problem has a solution 
of Lam~-Clapeyron-Neumann typeif and only if a supplementary condition is 
verified. Moreover, if we consider the original problem without unknown coeffi- 
cients, we deduce the inequality erf(~) < ~/~oC/~rl for the coefficient ~ of the free 
boundary s(t) = 2a~¢~ of the Lamr-Clapeyron solution of the one-phase Stefan 
problem. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the Lamr-C lapeyron  prob lem (or one-phase Stefan 
problem).  That  is, we shall f ind the funct ions = s( t )  > 0 (free boundary) ,  
def ined for t > 0 with s(0) = 0, and  the temperature 0 = O(x, t), def ined for 
0 < x < s( t )  and t > 0, such that they satisfy the fol lowing condit ions:  
O0 a2 ~20 
3t 3x 2 ' 
O(s ( t ) , t )=O,  t>O,  
-k~(~(O,  t) = Lr(t), 
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O<x<s(t), t>0,  
t>0,  
(1) 
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where 
k > 0: thermal conductivity, 
c > 0: specific heat, 
p > 0: mass density, 
l > 0: latent heat of fusion, 
L = pl, C = pc, 
k 
a 2 = -- " thermal diffusivity, 
C 
80 > 0: temperature in the fixed face x = 0. 
(2) 
The solution of the problem (1) is given in [17]. But, if one of the 
coefficients k, l, c, P of the phase change material (we suppose that its 
melting temperature is null) is unknown, then it is necessary to give an 
overspecified condition in the fixed face x = 0 to solve it. This idea was 
suggested in papers [2-12, 14-16]. The overspecified condition is given by 
the knowledge of the heat flux that the phase change material receives in its 
fixed face x = 0, that is, 
k OO (O,t  ) - ho ~x ~,  t > 0, with h 0 > 0, (3) 
which was suggested in [20]. 
We shall consider in Section II four different cases with the following 
unknown coefficient: 
(i) k, (ii) l, 
(4) (iii) c, (iv) p. 
We shall prove that, under condition (3), there is not always a solution of 
Lamt-Clapeyron-Neumann type [l, 13, 17, 18, 20, 21] for the problem (1) 
and (3), in the four different cases (4). Moreover, the explicit solution exists 
for the cases (ii) and (iii) if a complementary condition is satisfied and the 
explicit solution always exists for the cases (i) and (iv). This fact has been 
already observed in [19, 20] for the other problems of Stefan type. More- 
over, in Section III, for the problem (1) with solution (5), we obtain the 
inequality (29) for the coefficient ~of the free boundary s( t )  = 2a~¢~ using 
the inequality (22) obtained in Section II. 
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II. SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENT CASES 
Case ( i). Determination of the Coefficient k 
The solution of the problem (1), (3) is given by 
O(x, t) = 0 o f(~/a)f(x/2a~), 
2___ fox s(t)  = 2o~,  o > O, withf (x)  = ~ exp( -u  2) du = eft(x), 
(5) 
where the two unknown coefficients o > O, k > 0 must satisfy the following 
system of equations: 
kO 0 exp( -02 /a  2) _ 
La f~ f (o /a )  - o, 
kOo 




° exp( °2/a2 ) = L ' 
a hof~ 
f (o /a )  COo ' 
a= 
(7) 









~>0,  (9) 
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where the function G~ verifies 
Gl(x ) = xexp(xE) f (x ) ,  
o,(o)=o, 
G]( x ) > O, Vx > O. 
(10) 
With the properties (10), Eq. (9) has a unique solution ~ > 0. Moreover, the 
coefficients o, k are given, as functions of element ~, by: 
o = -~exp( -~: ) ,  
~h2o 2"  " 
k = ~--~o2f (~), (11) 
and then we obtain 
LEMMA 1. For any data h o > 0, O o > 0 and for any coefficients of the 
phase change material p > O, L = pl > O, C -- pc > O, the problem (1), (3) 
has the solution (5), where the coefficients o, k are given by (11), and ~ is the 
solution of Eq. (9). 
Case ( ii). Determination of the Coefficient 1
The solution of the problem (1), (3) is given by (5), where the two 
unknown coefficients o > 0, I > 0 must satisfy the following system of 
equations: 
p l=  h°exp( -o2 /a2) ,  
O 
k00 
ahof- ~ . (12) 
f (o /a )  -- - -  
If we define ~ by (8), we obtain 
(~ ~ 
h o_o,/r-~-_C exp( -  ~2) 
l 
p Vk  
(13) 
where ~ must satisfy the equation: 
kOo 
ahol/~ ' 
> o. (14) 
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As 0 <f (x )  < 1, Vx > 0, the solution ~ > 0 of Eq. (14) exists if and only if 
the condition 
k00 00 ~/-.r~ < 1 (15) 
ahof~ ho V " 
is verified. Then we obtain 
LEMMA 2. I f  the data h o > O, 0 o > 0 and the coefficients of the phase 
change material p > O, C -- pc > 0, k > 0 verify the condition (15), the 
problem (1), (3) has the solution (5) where the coefficients o, l are given by (13) 
and ~ is the solution of Eq. (14). 
Case ( iii). Determination of the Coefficient c
The solution of the problem (1), (3) is given by (5) where the two 
unknown coefficients o > 0, c > 0 are given, as functions of the element ~, 
defined in (8), by: 
o = ~exp( -~2) ,  
~rh2 2" " 
c -  .--Tvzf (~), 
PkOo 
(16) 
where ( is the solution of the equation: 
with 
kLO o 
Gz(~) -- h2f~ exp(~2), > 0, (17) 
G2(x ) _ f (x )  (18) 
X 
The function G 2 has the following properties: 
2 
O=(O+)-- @,  O=(+=) = O, 
= 
2 exp(_xa)_ f (x  ) 
X 2 
c. O, Vx > O. (19) 
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This is true, since we have 
x 
f (x )=TfoeXp( - -u2)  
2 
du>-~xexp( -x2) ,  Vx>O.  (20) 
With the properties (19), Eq. (17) has a unique solution ~ > 0 if and only if 
the condition 
or its equivalent 
kLOo 2 
< G2( 0+ ) -- (21) {; 
kLO o 
- -  < 1 (22)  2h 2 
is verified. Then, we obtain 
LEMMh 3. f f  the data h 0 > 0, O o > 0 and the coefficients of the phase 
change material p > O, k > O, L = pl > 0 verify the condition (22), the 
problem (1), (3) has the solution (5) where the coefficients o, c are given by (16) 
and ~ is the solution of Eq. (17). 
Case (iv). Determination of the Coefficient p 
The solution of the problem (1), (3) is given by (5), where the two 
unknown coefficients a > 0, p > 0 must satisfy the following system of 
equations: 
If we define 
a 2 - -  kOo _ COo 
aeXP(° /a2)f(°/a) La2f  lf " 
eo i~pc 
f ( ° /a )  = ~ o rr ' 
(23) 
- -=o  , ~----- a (24) 
then the coefficients o, p are given, as functions of the element ~, by 
k00 
O" - -  - -  
hoN 
ho ~[f(~), (25) 
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where ~ must satisfy the equation: 
coo 
GI(~) = l~- '  ~ > 0. (26) 
As the function G 1 verifies (10), Eq. (26) has a unique solution ~ > 0 and we 
obtain 
LEMMA 4. For any data h o > O, 00 > 0 and for any coefficients of the 
phase change material k > 0, l > 0, c > 0, theproblem (1), (3) has the solution 
(5), where the coefficients ty, p are given by (25) and ~ is the solution of Eq. 
(26). 
Remark 1. In the cases (i) and (iv), we have the same element ~, defined 
by (9) or (26). Moreover, if we define oi, k I by (11) and, ow, Pry by (25) 
corresponding to the cases (i) and (iv), respectively, we have 
(a) If we put k = k I in the definition of a w we obtain o I. 
(b) If we put # = Ptv in the definition of o I we obtain Oiv. 
III. AN INEQUALITY FOR THE COEFFICIENT o OF THE FREE BOUNDARY 
s(t) = 2a~ OF THE LAM~-CLAPEYRON SOLUTION 
If we consider the Lam6-Clapeyron problem without unknown coeffi- 
cients, defined by (1), the solution of which is given by (5) where the 
coefficient a (or ~ -- o/a) is the unique solution of the equation. 
= > 0,  
k00 _ COo 
with a 0 = La2f ~- lf~" 
(27) 
In this case, the corresponding coefficient h 0 in (3) is given by 
k00 (28) 
ho-  a f (o la )~ " 
Then, by Section II, the inequalities (15) and (22) are verified. Using (28), 
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On the other hand, the condition (15) does not give us anything since it is 
always verified by definition of the error function f. Then, we obtain 
LEMMA 5. The coefficient ~ of the free boundary s(t) ~- 2a~x/-[ of the 
Lamb-Clapeyron solution of the one-phase Stefan problem satisfies the in- 
equality (29). 
Remark 2. The inequality (29) is of physical interest when the data 
00, l, c verify the condition 
cO o ~r 
< - (30)  
l 2" 
In this case, we obtain an upper bound for the displacement s(t) -- 2o~- 
and the velocity s'(t) = o~ V7 of the free boundary of the Lam6-Clapeyron 
solution of the one-phase Stefan problem. 
An inequality for the Neumann solution of the two-phase Stefan problem 
is given in [20]. 
Remark 3. Using a development similar to the one described in this 
paper in an inverse one-phase Stefan problem, it is possible to obtain 
simultaneously two unknown coefficients of the phase-change material. 
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